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Trace element partitioning systematics are sensitive to many
factors that influence elemental exchange between minerals and
melt, including temperature, pressure, composition, lattice strain,
and elemental activities. Modeling these effects requires
inference from experimental constraints, with good models
making accurate predictions for unobserved conditions, enabling
interpolation within and extrapolation beyond the original
training dataset. Model quality should be assessed using out-of-
sample performance tests and through reproduction of systematic
behaviors of elemental groups (e.g., REEs).

Existing empirical models of trace-element partitioning
typically rely upon simple linear regressions for only one or a
few dependent variables [1,2,3]. This modeling strategy attempts
to avoid overfitting the data by limiting model complexity,
thereby improving predictive accuracy. While sometimes
effective, this approach fails to account for selection bias
imposed by the phase stability region. Since experiments require
coexisting liquid and mineral phases, all parameters that
influence phase equilibria become unavoidably correlated. This
correlation is easily confused for a causal effect in overly-
simplified regression models. Even worse, neglecting causal
dependencies dramatically worsens prediction accuracy for
conditions outside the training data.

We propose a new generalized causal model for trace element
partitioning that directly accounts for the data-censoring effect of
the melting-region, while dramatically improving model
accuracy by identifying the dominant contributors to elemental
partitioning. Applying causal inference principles [4], our model
includes terms for each of the major factors affecting partitioning
while controlling for the confounding effect of the melting-
region. To train this expanded empirical model, we rely on the
LEPR/traceDs database [www.earthchem.org] to model
clinopyroxene, garnet, and amphibole partitioning behavior for
53 trace elements. To control overfitting, we combine statistical
regularization constraints with a Monte Carlo analysis of
correlated model uncertainties. The final result is a set of
partitioning models for clinopyroxene, garnet, and amphibole
with prediction accuracies that diverge substantially from simpler
models, especially when applied to more extreme conditions like
highly evolved liquids.
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